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Abstract: Visual symmetry has been found to be preferred to asymmetry in a variety of
domains and across species. A number of theories propose to explain why symmetry is
preferred. In this article, I compare a perceptual bias view, in which symmetry is preferred
due to factors inherit to the visual system, and an evolutionary advantage view, in which
symmetry is preferred due to selection pressures on partner preference. Preferences for
symmetry in three stimulus types were determined by having symmetric and asymmetric
versions of the same images rated for pleasantness: human female faces, macaque monkey
faces, and abstract art. It was found that preferences for symmetry were strongest for
human female faces and weakest for art. This finding builds on previous research
suggesting that symmetry preferences for human faces are different from symmetry
preferences in other domains and that simple perceptual bias explanations do not wholly
explain human visual face symmetry preferences. While consistent with an evolutionary
advantage view, these data are also potentially explainable via a perceptual bias view
which accounts for experience of stimuli. The interplay between these two views is
discussed in the context of the current study.
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1. Introduction
Symmetry refers to the extent to which one half of an object (image, organism, etc.) is the same as
the other half. One property of visual symmetry that has attracted the attention of various scientists is
that symmetry is often associated with preference, beauty, and attraction. Symmetry is found attractive
by many animals (see review by [1]). Many studies of preference in humans have focused on faces and
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there is much evidence that symmetry is attractive. Studies of naturally occurring human facial
asymmetries have shown that symmetry assessed by facialmetric and perceptual measures is positively
correlated with attractiveness judgments [2–4]. While some studies directly manipulating human facial
images have found that asymmetry is preferred to symmetry [5], manipulations used in these studies
tend to be crude, using “chimeric” face images manufactured by aligning one vertically bisected
half-face with its mirror reflection. Studies using more sophisticated symmetry manipulations have
demonstrated that symmetry can have a positive influence on attractiveness [6,7]. The
methodologically superior computer graphic studies [6,7] parallel the findings of investigations into
naturally occurring facial asymmetries [2,4,8–10]. The computer graphic studies demonstrate that
increasing symmetry alone is sufficient to increase attractiveness. Subsequently, studies have
replicated preferences for symmetry using manipulated stimuli in other Western samples
(e.g., [11,12]). Evidence for symmetry preferences using these methods is not limited to Western
populations or even to humans. Preferences for symmetry using manipulated faces have been found in
African hunter-gatherers [13] and macaque monkeys gaze longer at symmetrical than asymmetrical
face images of conspecifics [14]. Cross-cultural agreement [13,15], and even cross species
agreement [14], on the attractiveness of symmetry may indicate a biological basis for symmetry
preference. It should be noted that while recent reviews have supported the notion that symmetry is
associated with facial attractiveness, the strength of the effect may be overstated [16] and that not all
recent studies have found that facial symmetry is associated with attractiveness [17].
Two major theories have been put forward to explain human preferences for face symmetry: an
evolutionary advantage view and a perceptual bias view. In the evolutionary advantage view,
preference for symmetric faces comes from a postulated link to an evolutionary adaptation to identify
high-quality mates (e.g., [11,18,19]). Symmetry in human faces has been linked to potential heritable
fitness because symmetry is a useful measure of the ability of an organism to cope with developmental
stress, both genetic and environmental. In other words, symmetry may act as an indicator of both
phenotypic and genotypic quality (e.g., the ability to resist disease, [1,20] for reviews). Whether
symmetry is actually related to quality in other animals and humans is an issue addressed by a large
literature and a complete review is not possible here. While the issue is divided, and there is some
evidence that symmetry is not associated with quality (e.g., see [21]), many studies do show links
between symmetry and quality [20,22]. For example, in humans, male body symmetry is positively
related to sperm number per ejaculate and sperm speed [23] and female breast symmetry is positively
correlated with fecundity [24,25]. Relating to faces, one study has demonstrated that facial asymmetry
is positively related to self-reported number of occurrences of respiratory disease [26] and some
studies have observed positive correlations between symmetry and other putative indices of underlying
physical condition (e.g., exaggerated sex-typical characteristics, [27,28]). The relationship between
symmetry and quality is not reviewed in detail here, but it should be noted that fitness-related
characteristics, such as growth rate, fecundity and survivability, are positively associated with
symmetry across a number of species and taxa (see [20] for a review; e.g., [22]) and, ultimately, any
link between symmetry and quality, no matter how weak, is sufficient to create a selection pressure on
the opposite-sex to choose symmetric mates in order to provide genetic quality benefits to their
offspring or direct benefits to themselves and their offspring.
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An alternative explanation for a preference for symmetrical faces is that symmetrical stimuli are
more easily processed by the visual system. This is often referred to as a perceptual bias view, as it
proposes symmetry preferences arise from biases based on the properties of perceptual systems
(e.g., [11], for brief review). Preferences for symmetry have been observed for stimuli not related to
mate-choice, such as everyday objects [29] and decorative art [30]. Indeed, it has been noted that there
is an unusually high level of symmetry in ancient hand-axes, suggesting that our ancestors favoured
symmetry, even when symmetry is unrelated to function [31]. “Simple” perceptual bias views posit
that symmetry is preferred via simple stimulus properties such as redundancy of information in
symmetric stimuli or that symmetric stimuli match the human visual systems own bilaterally
symmetric organisation [32,33].
A more complicated perceptual bias view for symmetry preference involves cognitive theories
about prototype formation. In this view, symmetry is attractive because when asymmetries in stimuli
are randomly distributed, the averages of such stimuli are generally symmetric. We therefore find
symmetry attractive in faces and other stimuli as it represents something closer to our internal
prototypes for these stimuli and may be attractive because it is perceived as familiar or is easier to
process [11,34]. In this way symmetry preferences may arise as a by-product of experience of
asymmetric stimuli which are on average symmetric [35–37].
Evidence for the perceptual bias view generally has arisen from models and experiments
demonstrating that symmetry preferences arise naturally through experience [34–37]. These studies
neatly demonstrate that perceptual bias can accommodate symmetry preferences. Evidence for the
evolutionary advantage view has focussed on aspects of symmetry preferences that are difficult to
account for via a perceptual bias view. For example, Little and Jones [11] found that while symmetry
is preferred in upright faces, it is less preferred in inverted faces. Because bilateral symmetry remains
constant in inverted images this is evidence against a simple perceptual bias view, but not a more
complicated view as described above. Little and Jones also show that symmetry is preferred in familiar
faces when the familiar version is the asymmetric version, suggesting that symmetry is not preferred
solely via an association with familiarity. Further, it has been shown that attraction to symmetry occurs
for real faces controlling for rated distinctiveness [38], suggesting attraction to symmetry is somewhat
independent of prototypicality. The findings of these studies are difficult to reconcile with a perceptual
bias views that posits that symmetry is attractive because symmetrical faces are closer to a prototype or
prototypes and that symmetry preferences are linked to familiarity with symmetric prototypes. Other
studies presenting evidence for an evolutionary advantage view haves shown that human symmetry
preferences appear to be focused on mate-choice relevant factors. For example, Jones et al. [9] have
shown that the attractiveness-symmetry relationships may be mediated by perceived health while other
studies have shown that preferences for symmetry are strongest in opposite-sex compared to same-sex
faces [3,39,40]. Recent studies have also associated disease and pathogen avoidance with preferences
for symmetry. For example, exposure to pathogen cues increases preferences for symmetry over
asymmetry in faces [41,42] and measures of perceived vulnerability to disease predict individual
differences in preferences for symmetry in faces [42]. All of these findings are difficult to explain via a
perceptual bias account because no predictions are made concerning differences in preference for
symmetry according to mate relevance or disease risk.
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As noted, turning faces upside down appears to disrupt symmetry preferences [11]. Other studies
also show that biological relevance impacts on symmetry detection and preference. Symmetry
detection is easier in biological versus abstract stimuli, for example, when comparing symmetric and
asymmetric photographs of animals versus dot patterns based on those same photographs [43]. In
terms of preference, one recent study has shown that symmetry is preferred more in human faces than
in more abstract face-like stimuli, “greebles” [42]. Further, there was no correlation between
preferences for symmetry in human faces and greebles [42], suggesting domain specificity in human
facial symmetry preferences. The purpose of the current study was to further examine this domain
specific effect and the effect of stimulus by documenting symmetry preferences across different
stimulus types: human faces, macaque monkey faces, and abstract art.
2. Methods
2.1. Participants
Participants were 91 individuals (71 women, 20 men, aged 16–64, mean = 28.3, SD = 11.0).
Participants were volunteers who were recruited via a dedicated research website.
2.2. Asymmetric and Symmetric Stimuli
Human female images were photographs of white individuals (aged between 18 and 25) without
spectacles. Photographs were taken under standardised lighting conditions and with participants posing
with a neutral expression. Macaque images (all female) were taken under variable lighting conditions
with neutral front-on images extracted from video recordings (see [28]). To equate size, human and
macaque images were aligned to standardise the position of the pupils in the image.
To measure preferences for symmetry in human and macaque images, I used pairs of composite
face images. The pairs comprised one symmetric and one asymmetric version of the same face (see
Figure 1). Composite images, composed of multiple images of different individuals, were used as base
faces (5 human and 5 macaque composite images, each made of 5 individual images). The composite
images were made by creating an average image made up of 5 randomly assigned individual facial
photographs (this technique has been used to create composite images in previous studies, see
e.g., [44–46]). Images were made perfectly symmetrical in shape and then a transform applied. The
transform applied was different for each image, representing the difference between an original human
face image and its symmetrical counterpart. In this way the transform applied the asymmetry apparent
in an original individual image. To approximately equate the asymmetry/symmetry difference between
human and macaque stimuli, the asymmetries applied were based on the same human individual
images. For example, symmetric human female composite face 1 and symmetric macaque female
composite face 1 both had the asymmetry applied from the same individual human female face. A
similar technique, though not using composites, has been used in previous studies [47]. This transform
created two images, one symmetrical and one asymmetrical, for each base face. Images were then
masked on the outline of the face so that hair and clothing/background cues were not visible in the
image. Figure 1 shows an example of transformed faces made using these methods. Five freely
available abstract art images were downloaded from [48]. Images were selected that had no obvious
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figure or pattern. For each image, it was randomly determined to make the image symmetrical based
on combining one half image with the same half image using the left or right half of the image (i.e.,
symmetric versions were either the left half/left half or right half/right half). This created a symmetric
and asymmetric version of each piece of art. Final images were 15 symmetric and 15 asymmetric
paired images for a total of 30 images (10 human, 10 macaque, and 10 art images).
Figure 1. Examples of asymmetric (left) and symmetric (right) images. Art image taken
from [49].
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2.3. Procedure
Participants were administered a short questionnaire assessing age and sex followed by the main
test. Participants were told “In this study you will see human and monkey faces as well as modern art
and asked to rate the images for pleasantness”. The main test consisted of individual images presented
for rating for pleasantness on a 7-point scale (1 = low, 7 = high). Clicking a number moved
participants on to the next trial. Image order was randomised and images remained on screen until
participants selected a number.
3. Results
Preference for symmetric images was calculated by subtracting the mean rating for the asymmetric
from the mean rating for the symmetric images. This generated a difference score for which positive
scores indicated a preference for symmetry and negative scores indicated a preference for asymmetry.
To assess overall preferences for symmetry, one-sample t-tests against chance preference (0, no
difference in preference between symmetric and asymmetric versions) were conducted. These revealed
significant preferences for symmetric female faces (t90 = 4.26, p < 0.001) but no significant preferences
for symmetry in macaque faces (t90 = 1.14, p = 0.258) or in art images (t90 = 0.19, p = 0.849). Scores
can be seen in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Preferences for symmetric vs. asymmetric images across different stimulus
types (+/− 1SEM). Positive scores indicated that symmetric version were preferred over
asymmetric versions.

To examine relationships with age, Pearson product moment correlations were conducted. These
correlations revealed that age was not significantly related to preferences for symmetry in female faces
(r = −0.108, p = 0.309), macaque faces (r = −0.056, p = 0.596), or art images (r = −0.038, p = 0.718).
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To assess the relationship between symmetry preferences across the three stimulus types, Pearson
product moment correlations were performed. These revealed a close to significant relationship
between preferences for symmetry in female faces and art images (r = 0.184, p = 0.081), no significant
relationship between preferences for symmetry in female faces and macaque faces (r = −0.006,
p = 0.957), and no significant relationship between preferences for symmetry in macaque faces and art
images (r = 0.041, p = 0.696).
To test for sex differences in preferences for symmetry across the different types of stimuli,
independent samples t-tests were conducted between preferences for male and female participants.
These tests revealed no significant differences between men and women in preferences for symmetry
in female faces (men mean = 0.38, SD = 0.67, women mean = 0.22, SD = 0.55, t89 = 1.08, p = 0.282),
macaque faces (men mean = 0.00, SD = 0.46, women mean = 0.06, SD = 0.34, t89 = 0.60, p = 0.549),
or art images (men mean = −0.14, SD = 0.62, women mean = 0.06, SD = 0.67, t89 = 1.18, p = 0.242).
To further assess the effect of stimuli type on preferences for symmetry, a repeated measures
ANOVA was conducted with preference for symmetry as the dependent variable and stimulus type
(female/macaque/art) as a within-participant factor. This revealed a significant main effect of stimulus
type (F2,180= 5.85, p = 0.003) and a significant linear effect of stimulus type (F1,90 = 8.65, p = 0.004),
indicating a decrease in symmetry preferences across female faces, macaque faces, and art. Preferences
for symmetry across stimulus type can be seen in Figure 2.
Finally, a mixed model ANVOVA was conducted with preference for symmetry as the dependent
variable and stimulus type (female/macaque/art) as a within-participant factor, sex of participant as a
between-participant factor, and age as a covariate. This revealed a close to significant main effect of
stimulus type (F2,176 = 2.91, p = 0.057). No other main effects or interactions were significant (all
F < 2.10, all p > 0.125). There was again a significant linear effect for stimulus type (F1,88 = 4.54,
p = 0.036).
4. Discussion
In line with previous work using manipulated stimuli [6,7,11,12], symmetry was preferred to
asymmetry in human female faces. The findings of the current study also broadly support previous
work suggesting that symmetry detection and preference is more apparent in salient biological stimuli
than in more abstract visual stimuli [42,43]. In the study presented here, preferences for symmetry
were strongest for human female faces, followed by macaque monkey faces, and were weakest for art
images. Further, preferences for symmetry across these stimulus types were, at best, weakly correlated.
This finding builds on previous research suggesting that symmetry preferences for human faces are
different from symmetry preferences in other domains and that simple perceptual bias explanations do
not wholly explain human visual symmetry preferences. It is interesting to note the similarity of the
symmetry/asymmetry transform in human vs. macaque faces, because the same transforms were
applied to each. This means that the results are unlikely to reflect the degree of asymmetry present in
these two types of stimuli. It is also notable that the symmetry/asymmetry difference is far more
obvious in the art images than in either type of face stimuli, again suggesting that less visible
asymmetry in the art stimuli is unlikely to account for the effects seen here. The faces used here were
all female, which means that conclusions can only be drawn for symmetry preferences in female faces.
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However, some previous studies have indicated that symmetry preferences are equivalent for human
male and female faces [12], indicating that the preferences for symmetry in female faces here are likely
to be similar to those seen for male faces.
While no preferences were seen for symmetry in art images or macaque faces, the rating design is
somewhat weaker in power than previous studies which have used a two alternative force choice
comparison. This means preferences for symmetry in these two stimuli types may be more apparent
using other designs, and indeed the direction for macaque faces suggests that with a large enough
sample size preferences for symmetry may become apparent. It is the relative difference in preference
that is most interesting, with symmetry being most preferred in human female faces. In relation to
simple perceptual bias views, the findings of the current study are difficult to explain. For example, if
symmetry is preferred because of redundancy of information in symmetric stimuli or that symmetric
stimuli match the human visual systems own bilaterally symmetric organisation [32,33,50], symmetry
preferences should be roughly equivalent for different stimuli types and a simple perceptual bias view
would not predict any special interest in symmetry when it comes to human faces.
While data presented here are consistent with an evolutionary advantage view, these data are also
potentially explainable via a perceptual bias view which accounts for experience of stimuli via
comparison to a prototypical representation [11,34–37]. It is clear that people have much more
experience with human faces than they do with monkey faces or particular instances of abstract art.
That said, while they may be less well developed, it could be expected that humans do have some
prototypical representation of a monkey face and abstract art to which new exemplars could potentially
be compared. In other words, it is unlikely that participants in this study had no prior experience of
monkey faces or abstract art. Given these representations are as likely to be symmetric as
representations of human faces, a lower level preference for symmetry in these stimuli is perhaps
difficult to explain. It is of course possible that a lack of experience, leading to a less well developed
prototype, does indeed explain lower preferences for symmetry in these stimuli. This proposition is
difficult to rule out because it is hard to imagine a stimulus that is equivalently familiar to human faces
to use as a comparison. It should also be noted that attraction to symmetry occurs for faces controlling
for rated distinctiveness [38], suggesting that attraction to symmetry is somewhat independent of
prototypicality.
Special attention to human faces is one prediction of an evolutionary advantage view in which
preference for symmetric faces is driven by a postulated link to an evolutionary adaptation to identify
high-quality mates (e.g., [11,18,19]). As noted in the introduction, there are also a number of findings
which are difficult to account via perceptual bias accounts, such as preferences for symmetry being
strongest in opposite-sex compared to same-sex faces [3,39,40] and symmetry preference becoming
stronger following exposure to pathogen cues [41,42]. The results presented here are in line with an
evolutionary advantage view. This does not preclude perceptual bias accounts, and indeed some
perceptual bias may account for the allure of symmetry in various domains. Preferences for symmetry
in human faces, however, may additionally reflect pressures associated with partner choice. Studies
have implicated perceptions of health in attraction to symmetric faces [9,51] and have suggested that
the mechanisms underpinning preferences for symmetric human faces are different to those that might
drive preferences for symmetry in mate-choice-irrelevant stimuli (e.g., [11,12]). Such findings suggest
that preferences for symmetric faces reflect, at least in part, adaptations for mate choice. As noted in
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previous articles (e.g., [11,12]), selection pressures on partner choice may in part be responsible for
generalised symmetry preferences. Ultimately, it may prove impossible to fully disentangle the two
views and it is perhaps best to consider them as complementary in generating human facial symmetry
preferences. However, there is increasing data to suggest that perceptual bias accounts, as currently
outlined, cannot fully account for the complexity of human facial symmetry preferences.
5. Conclusions
In conclusion, the current study demonstrated that symmetry is most preferred in human faces and
less preferred in macaque monkey faces and abstract art. These preferences for symmetry appear, at
best, only weakly related. Together these results suggest domain specific preferences for symmetry.
These data are consistent with an evolutionary advantage view of preferences for symmetry, but also
potentially consistent with experience dependent perceptual bias views. Given a number of studies that
are difficult to account via perceptual bias views, current evidence is suggestive that human facial
symmetry preferences are, at least in part, driven by factors beyond simple bias.
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